
 
 

 

OPERATOR GLASSPRODUCTION / GLASS CUTTING LINE 
 

 

At HG-glas we make glass products for every interior or office. Glass doors, shower doors, 

partitioning walls, balustrades and stairs are possible. High-quality made-to-order products 

are the reason our customers place their orders with us. 

 

We are looking for an operator with experience in glass production to add to our team. 

Experience with cutting glass, breaking glass, or operating a glass cutting line are on our 

wish list. 

 

The job we offer consist of: 

- operating a glass cutting line, 

- breaking the cut glass pieces and sending them to a sorting buffer, 

- checking the settings of your machines and preparing tools for the machine, 

- checking the products that pass your line for quality, 
- resolving simple technical malfunctions, 
- communicating issues with technicians or production management. 

 
New co-workers will get a training directly on the work-floor to learn how to operate the 
assigned machines of production-lines. 
 
 
What do we expect from you to be the perfect fit for this job:  
 

- You are motivated and think of your job as important. 
- You have some experience on working with machines, and have technical insight.  
- You are familiar with using computers. 
- You are precise and orderly. You recognize quality, correctness and cleanliness. 
- You take your responsibility for the finished product which you deliver. 
- You are not afraid of some physical effort. 

 
- You have experience with glass production, glass cutting or glass breaking. 

 
- You speak fluent English or Dutch. 
- You have a drivers license and a car. 
- You live less than 20 kilometer away from HG-glas. 

 
 
And what are we offering for this job: 
 

- A stable job in a growing, modern company.  

- A day time job, no shifts, job security. 

- An active job in a very clean and modern environment. Check our website to have a 

look at our production space. 

- Working time according to PC 124 = 40-hours work week, summer break, X-mas 

break…) 

- Compensation to be discussed in a first interview 


